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About This Game

Dungeon Manager ZV is 'the' classic dungeon defense game from Japan. Created by Japanese Indie developer StudioGIW and
named 2004’s best online software by Vector magazine it continues to have loyal fans to this day.

Finally the sequel is ready! Dungeon Manager ZV2 is a massive step forward. Now with a full graphical interface you, as
Dungeon Manager, have more control than ever before. Manage your dungeon and micro-manage your zombies, monsters,
minions and traps. Your task is to defend against marauding human invaders. As Queen of the Demons you will now also

participate in the battles with a weapon of your choice. Think strategically to summon your forces, level them up and defend
against endless invaders and boss units.

Steam Workshop is an exciting new feature! Now you can design your dungeon and share it online. Or you can download and
play dungeons designed by others. All elements of the dungeon can be customized. Even the the A.I. engine that controls the

invading human invaders can be adjusted using a straightforward programming language.
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I only played an hour of this and found 4 blue balls. It was quite boring. The noise to find the balls gave me a crashing headache!
I won't even finish this as it is too tedious. 4 out of 10 for me.. For more reviews like this follow my Curator page Phenix
Emporium

Note: I am not a strategy game aficionado and don't play many of them so take as you will.

System Siege like it states is in Early Access, and currently, I cannot recommend it due to technical issues as well as the lack of
content if you are not interested in multiplayer battles (Steam really needs a neutral recommendation option). Both of these
things will likely change in the future, and I shall update my review down the line accordingly.

The core gameplay is interesting if on the simpler side, which is great for someone like me who only casually likes strategy
games, although this game certainly needs more stats available to the player, particularly for things like the health, damage and
movement capabilities of each unit, preferably also features more details on how exactly damage is affected by your current
health and the terrain the attacking unit is occupying, and a better indicator of how the different units fair against each other.
Again, because it is fairly simplistic and there are only six units in the game you can figure out at least a general idea of most of
this stuff, but, I think when it comes to strategy games the more in-depth you allow players to see if they choose (you don't want
to just bombard players with numbers and stats after all) the better.

The graphics are decent, and it seems fairly well designed for a strategy game from what I've seen, its issues are of the technical
variety. The game frequently froze during loading screens though usually recovered within a minute or so, I did have to force
close it with task manager once or twice, and while the game has so far not frozen outside of the loading screens, it does
sometimes stutter pretty badly when you are taking actions particularly during the first mission, and even aside from that the
way the camera is handled in the tutorial definitely needs some smoothing although you can zoom out and see the whole map at
once thus locking the camera and solving that issue (but again, it's Early Access so there's likely plenty of polish yet to come).
The final annoying issue is that after each completed level you get sent back not to the main menu but to the title screen, which
you then have to input a button press to get to the main menu, click on the campaign, skip the cutscene, and finally arrive back
at the list of levels in order to proceed to the next mission, that very much needs to be changed.

At this time if you are really looking for a new strategy game to play with your friends, and don't mind technical issues and the
lack of polish, then perhaps look into this game, though I cannot speak for how it performs in multiplayer. Otherwise, perhaps
keep your eye on this game, it could certainly turn into a pretty fun product as it progresses through Early Access.

. One time bonus in a singleplayer game? LUL. Better soundtrack than undertale.. YES! I've been waiting for a game like this.
This game is lots of fun, entertaining and you can spend many hours of interesting tasks to solve. Helicopter Simulator 2014
Search and Rescue is entertainment, fun and excitement for everyone, but not for the hardcore flight simulation player. You can
not save during the play, but that is not negative, because the missions get thereby a higher voltage and you have to stay on task.
You can pause at any time by pressing the ESC key. The maps are freely accessible, you can fly around everywhere or walk
around. It has many different camera views, from inside cockpit and from outside and zoomable. First Person and Third Person.
The missions and objectives are imaginative and exciting. While it is not a simulation in burlap sense, nevertheless one must
always be careful how and where you fly. Transport rack system can alter the flight characteristics. You have sent the helicopter
control as obstacles such as houses, trees, cranes, etc. are available.

I can recommend this game each of you with helicopters performing work orders such as search, rescue, transport etc. Most
Helicopter simulations are either primitive and boring or have a very complicated and complex mechanism in the control. In this
game, you have to not torment with complicated skilled technical details. The keyboard is completely configurable. I like to play
with mouse and keyboard but you can also use the joystick. With the latest update, many problems have been solved and I have
found no more bugs. The sound of the helicopter is acceptable. The graphics quality is not comparable to modern expensive
high-end games, but for the pure helicopter jobs, it is sufficient. An increase of the development potential in the graphic quality
would be desirable, because who does not fly like a beautifully designed landscape. ;-) I play with a resolution of 2560x1440 and
the game runs very smoothly. For this game, I would have gladly paid more. Compared to other helicopter games it is more than
worth the money.

My personal opinion, the negative reviews of the hardcore simulation players, the game does not do justice. it's not a arcade
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game but also no real simulation. It is for those players who want to play the exciting helicopter missions like, who like to carry
out support orders and a challenge in solving complex and tricky requirements with the atmosphere and the thrill of a helicopter,
but their playing time do not want to invest in complicated technical manuals and control.

. Super fun and challenging game for anyone who likes Bomberman.. Great game with beautiful graphics. However, very minute
or so the ship randomly teleports across screen. Perhaps it will be fixed in the future.. Having it hard to control the fangirling
moment when I saw a picture Rinka, Miharu, and Mao together (it's not in the game). this game should not even be on Steam.
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Just don't like what AndrewT response in the thread. An amazing pixel style game with online multiplayer support. Would
reccomend even if you don't have friends to play with (you can always find some players online since theres an active
community) :). Kamui is shmup developed by Siter Skain and was recently brought brack to life by Nyu Media. It originally
came out in 1999, but the gameplay stands up to the test of time. Initially I was concerned when I launched the game because
the default display settings had the game so small, I found it hard to see all the bullets. They do provide a configuration utility
which you can use to adjust the settings to your liking, which fixed the aformentioned issue I was having.

The game consists of six levels with multiple difficulty settings, with each taking about 5 minutes to complete. If you're the kind
of shmup player who just likes to tear through shooters, you'll like that the game provides unlimited continues. In order to get
the score based achievements though, you'll have to hone your skills.

Tight controls, nice difficulty, and solid gamplay make this a must have for the shmup pc player.

You can see my let's plays here:
http:\/\/youtu.be\/GpJmAJpc_AE?list=PLKgGWqAhYeD_C2ud6AwVP3HuC62Gt4pGc. I wanted to love this game. History
and alternate history stories have been a hobby of mine as far back as I can remember and the US Civil war is one of my
favorite periods. The idea of the Confederates gaining the naval strength to go toe to toe with the Union navy is one of my
favorite What Ifs of the war and there as so few naval foused games, especially set in this period, that it seemed like a match
made in heaven.

Where things went wrong.

1: You can only control the flagship of a squadron directly. In fact you can't give any orders to the other ships at all and can't
even order your ships into battle formation as far as I can tell.

2: The flagship's controls are far too clunky and the flagships will sometimes switch their engines to full reverse for no apparent
reason.

3: Battles take forever even with the turbo speed option engaged. I played one battle for almost an hour. Not only was the battle
not over but none of the 13 ships involved had been sunk or surrendered and the most heavily damaged had only taken around
65 percent damage. This ship started fleeing at 60 percent damage but fled through the heart of my nearest squadron guns
blazing rather then running away and soon rejoined its squadron for their next pass.

4: There aren't enough ship classes in the game. There are six ship classes but each side only has three warship classes to choose
from. Though I will say that I was pleasantly surprised when I realized they didn't just have both sides using the same ship
classes they really need more choices in fleet makeup,
. Bought this thinking it was Elite: Dangerous. Don't repeat my stupid mistake and stay as far away from this blatant cash-grab
as humanly possible.
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